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A LOI^I POI,JER ZONE -REFLNING SYSTEM
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION

The increasing demands for semiconductor materials of extremely

high purity has encouraged the development and improvement of Zoo€-r€-

fining techniques in recent years " Zone -refining facilitates the

purification of material to previously unapproachable impurity levels,

often less than 10 parts per billion, A need for silicon with less

than one part impurit.y per billion exists because this pure material

would aid in the evaluation of its intrinsic properties and lead to a

better understanding of conduction phenomenon in high-resistivity

semiconductors.

In addition to purification, zone melting has been successfully

used for growing large, single crystals of semiconductors and for

carefully controlling the impurity or doping concentrations. Zor.e

leveling is a process whereby a specified doping may be uniformly

spread with exacting accuracy throughout a crystal,

Most commercial zone refiners of semiconductors utilize radio-

frequency power for heating the molten zo\e. The problem of coupling

the load, a small ingot of rather high-resistivity semiconductor, to

the generator often requires a specialized impedance-matching network,

Efficiency of such a system is usually relatively low compared with

the efficiency of coupling to a more desirable load, such as a steel

shaft that might be surface hardened using induction heating. The

usual approach to the problem of low efficiency is to use brute force;
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therefore, most of the corrnercial induction-heating units have power

ratings of at least l-0 kw an.d range up to about 25 kw. With power

levels of this kind, it is possible to have an extremely low, overall

efficiency and still be able to successfully melt the charge,

The purpose of this report is to describe a zone-refining syst.em

for laboratory use which will utilLze an induction heater of low-

porrrer capability. The power requirement situation is discussed along

with what was found to be the most practical solution for this partic-

ular case. The investigation includes an analysis of the problems

associated with both single- and multiple-turn work coils and their

respective impedance -matching networks.

Results of this study include a workable system which is capable

of melting silicon or germanium in a manner suitable for zone refining

with a povrer output of less than 4 kw"

THEORY OF ZONE REFINING

Modern semiconductor devices require materials of extremely high

purity and crystalline perfection, Studies of high-purity matter in

many fields have shown that even the smallest measurable traces of

impurities may exert a profound influence on the physical, mechanical,

and chemical characteristics of these substances.

Zone refining is a further development of fractional erystalLLza-

tion, a process which has been known for many years and has been used

corunercially for purifying certain substances, In fractional
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crystallizatiorL an entire ingot of material is melted, then freezing

is allowed to proceed slowly from one end of the ingot to the other.

A given impurity may raise, lower, or have no effect on the melting

point. rf the impurity has no effect on the melting point, then no

purification will take place. The overwhelming majority of impurities

present in germanium and silicon do change the melting point and are

segregated by the fractional-crystallization process, rf a solute

lowers the melting point of a solvent, its concentration in the

freezing solid will be lower than in the liquid. Thus, solute will

accumulate in the liquid, r.f the solute increases the melting point,

the converse is true. Figure 1 is helpful in showing how this separa-

tion takes place"
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Assume that the melt contains element A along with a single

impurity B. The initial proportions are such that the mixture is M,

on the abscissa and is at temperature Tr" Figure 1 shows that under

these conditions the solution would be melted and completely mixed at

point P,, If the mixture is now allowed to cool, the point will move.I

down the dotted line toward a, When the temperature of the cooler end

of the ingot reaches Tr, part of the mixture will start to solidify,

but at composition M, rather than Mr" Therefore, the end of the ingot

which cools first will have a lower percentage of impurity B and will

be purified.

The freezing interface will continue to move dovm the length of

the ingot, Since more of element A than impurity B is freezing out,

the melted portion will become enriched in B, Referring again to the

phase diagram, one can see that this will result in an ever increasing

percentage of B in Lhe solid that freezes out. At some point the

freezing solid will be of the same purity as the original mixture, and

the last portion to solidify will have a much higher impurity concen-

tration. The purity profile of an ingot that has been treated in this

manner would appear as shown in Figure 2. Since no impurities are re-

moved from the material, only redistributed, the area above the orig-

inal impurity level is equal to the area below, This may not be ob-

vious from the graph, because of the logarithmic scale used on the

ordinate.

If further purification is desired, it is necessary to cut off and
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discard a portion of the impure end, The remaining piece is then

remelted and the fractional-crystellization process repeated.

The ratio of percentage of solute, or impurity, in the liquid to

the percentage impurity in the solid is defined as the distribution

coefficient, The distributi.on coefficient (K) can be assumed constant

for the small impurity levels dealt with in semiconductor work, This

constant can be found in tables of distribution or segregation coef-

ficients, from the appropriate phase diagrams, and from experiment,

The curve shown in Figure 2, page 5, can be plotted once the

distribution coefficlent is knornm. The formula

c"=cL K(1-x)K-l
o

will give this curve,

C" is the impurity level to solidify out, CLo is the initial impurity

leve1 in the melt, K is the distribution coefficient for the system,

and X is the fraction of the total which has solidified (11, P. 455).

It is apparent in Figure 2 l'hal' low values of K will result in good

segregation, giving a lower impurity level for more than 90 percent of

the bar length"

Zone refining relies on the same basic principle as fracEional

crystallizatLoa, except for one important difference, Rather than

melt the whole ingot, only a narro\^r zor.e at one end is melted. This

molten zone is then made to travel the length of the ingot, The zone

has two liquid-solid interfaces, a freezing interface and a melting

interface. At the melting interface, the solid material is being



added to the molten zone in whatever proportion it happens to exist.

At the freezing interface, however, the proportion of impurity to

solidify will differ from the proportion in the melt according to the

distribution coefficient" The distribution coefficient may vary from

-?less than 10 " to more than 10 (9, p" 3). In cases where K is greater

than one, the purification will be in the opposite direction since Ehe

solid which freezes out of the melt will be tess pure than the melt,

In the remainder of this report K will be assumed less than one unless

otherwise stated.

It is important that the zone travel slowly enough to allow dif-

fusion of the impurities avnay from the moving interfaces to insure

gaining the full benefit from the refining process. It is quite help-

fu1 to stir the melt because this tends to keep the zone homogeneous,

rather than having a high impurity concentration at the freezing

interface. The result of either too rapid a zorle movement or insuffi-

cient melt agitation will move the effective value of K closer to one,

The advantage of zone refining over fractional crystallization is

that many successive zones may be passed through the charge, each de-

creasing the impurity level without having to cut off the impure end.

Provided the charge is long enough, iL is even possible to have more

than one zone moving through a charge at the same time.

Calculations for impurity 1eve1 as a function of distance along

the ingot become more complicated than in the fractional-crystalliza-

tion case because the additional variable, zone length to ingot length
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must be considered. Normalty, curves such as those in the appendix

of Zone. Melting by I,l. G. Pfann are used for computing the impurity

concentration. These curves show the relative solute concentrati-on,

CICO, as a function of distance along the ingot, the distribution co-

efficient, the zone length to ingot length ratio, and the number of

passes.

ELEMEMS OF A ZONE.REFINING SYSTEM

A system fot zone refining consists of two basic components.

First, there must be a device which can hold the molten charge in

place and proyide motion for the repeated passes necessary for the

refining process. This device, or t'travel mechanism,tt slou1d provide

a wide range of highly-stable speeds so that accurate work with a

variety of charges can be accommodated.

The zone travel mu$t always be in the same direction, whlch

means that the travel mechanism will have to have a rapid return to

Ehe beginning point betvreen each pass. If possible, this should be

incorporated into an automatic system which can be set to work unat-

tended. Some provision must be made for supplying an inert atmos-

phere to the charge since Lhe elevated Eemperature necessary for

melting would also cause excessive oxidation and contamination.

It is desirable Eo have some method for stirring the melt to

minimize the building up of impurities at the freezing interface.

The more vigorously the melt is stirred, the faster the allowabJ.e
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zone-travel speed, thus resulting in a more efficient, overall system,

The charge can be contained in an open crucible or boat. This

boat should be made of some material that will not conEaminate the

molten charge or be in danger of melting or breaking. AlternaLe

methods exist, such as Lhe 'ufloating zone method, " but a discussion of

such techniques is beyond the scope of this paper (9).

The second major componenE of the zone-refining system is the

heat source. Several factors should be taken into consideration when

choosing a method for heating the charge" Since the molten zone re-

quires an inert atmosphere, a means for simultaneously heating and ex-

cluding air must be devised. The heat source must not add to the con-

taminaEion of the charge.

Generally, zorre length will be quite short. There is no single

formula for ideal zone length, inasmuch as several variables are in-

volved, Some compromise between usable ingot length and purity is

necessary. The most commonly-used choice fot zor.e length is from " I

to .2 times the ingot length, In any case, the zone boundary should

be as sharp as possible, and the zone length should be highly stable.

Power requirements will be dictated by the nature of the material

to be refined and the physical size of the proposed zone. Most com-

mercial zone-refining systems use induction heating. Although little

information is available as to the minimum-power rating of the heat-

ers, most units in use are from 10 kw to 25 kw. In the next section,

an estimate will be made of the por^7er required to melt zones of the

size that will be demanded of this zone-refining system.
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ESTIMATION OF POI^IER REQUIRE}(ENTS

The zone-refining system should be capable of zone leveling and

crystal-growing operations as well as purification. The maximum

ingot diameter that the heater is capable of melting should be at

least 1.5 cm in order to give the device reasonable versatility, If

rde assume a zorle length of 2 cm, the areas involved can be caleulated.

Area of cross section (both ends):

A = 2iir2 = 3.53 cm2

Area of surface:

6 = (2 cm) (O) (1.5 cm) = 9.42 cm2,

Some heat will be lost through conduction to the solid portion

of the ingot 4nd some through convection and radiation from the zone

surface. Allowing several simplifying assumptions, this toss may be

calculated. See Appendix IV for details of this calculation. The

est-imated loss for the zone which is 1.5 cm diameter by 2 cm long is

840 watts. The power source must be able to supply at least 840

watts to the load to maintain the molten zone.
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THEORETICAL COUPLING EFFICIENCY

Two logical possibilities exist for heating sources that are

compatible with the available travel mechanism. These sources are a

resistance heater and an induction heater. The resistance heater

could probably be used to some satisfaction, but since the heat is

generated outside the quartz tube and radiated toward the charge to

melt it, the zone tength would be long and the zone interfaces poorly

defined. Silicon melts at. L425oC and because the quartz tube would be

closer to the resistance coils than to the charge, the tube would get

considerably hotter than this, Excessive heat could melt the tube and

would add to the chance of the container contaminating the molten sil-

icon.

Although the equipment needed is bulky and expensive, the use of

induction heating is generally aecepted as the best means of heating

f.or zone refining of semiconductors. The heat is generated rfthin the

charge itself. This means that the container and the tube will both

be at a lower temperature than the melt, minimizing the contamination.

The stirring effect that the eddy currenLs have on the melted material

is important in that it ellminates the necessity of providing mechan-

icat stirring. Any length coil can be used to provide an easy means

of conf,rolling zone length. In materials such as silicon and german-

ium, which are relaEively poor thermal conductors, the zone boundaries

are quite sharp. Also, zone Length can be controlled by changing the

power input to the coil.
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The energy that can be disolpated in the charge w111 be a func-

tion of the power rating of the induction heater and the overall

efficiency attained, The theoretical pohrer requirement has been

estimated at 840 watts. Solvlng for the theoreticat coupling effic-

iency will give an idea of the induction heater power rating neces-

sary to deliver this rsquired power,

Regardless of the type of work coil or the coupling network

used, the generator-load system can be represented by ,the siarpLified

equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Equivalent

Circuits of GeneraLor

and Load"

9v L,

Rr

In the equivalent circuit: V, represents the oscillator voltage, O1

the resistive, and L, the reactive portion of the inpedance of the

work coil. L, represents the inductance of the charge placed in the

work coil and R, the effective value of resistance. T2 is the cur-

rent which flows in the load and causes the heatlng. The load would

be analogous to the short-circuited secondary of a transfonner; thus,

the circuit relations would be:

6\
Lz

and

Vl = Rt + (jwtr) I, t jwMI,
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Solving

and

The efficiency of the entire

o = jwMI, * (RZ + JwL) TZ"

for: the impedance presented to

vt r -. (rlt) 
2

- = R, +jwIt -'1 '""I ' R, + iwL,

= ft * ('tu)2n, +jw
*r' * (*L2)z

the oscillator gives:

lM \2ALr = -lir) Lz

(rott) 
2

*r' *

Q2

Q2+t'

circuit will now be:

_l
,'1

inc

co

(rLzF

Lz

The effective value of primary resistance has been

inductance decreased by the load placed in the work

fine Q as wL,

a

reased

il. rf

and the

we de-

Rz

then the change in the resistance and inductance, respectively, is:

An- =[y-i'* . ^d--"1 \rz) "z Q2*r

aRr
Efficiency

*,.(t)'.Rz *
at least 3, which means that

Rt

=(t)

+ aRl

2

Rz .Q2
e2+t

+ will
Q-+1

Q will nearly always be
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approach 1. Making this assumption, we have finally:

ru t2 Rz

Erricienc, = (E) q

, .(,oJ't

Frequency does not enter into the above formula, and therefore

does not influence the efficiency. It is true that skin effect does

play an important role at the frequencies conunonly used, but since

both the load and the circuit coils will be affected the same, the

ratio of R2 will remain constant (2, p. 91-93).
R-I

This expression for the efficiency, though difficult t.o eval-

uate in this form, shows which parameters are important and may

serve as a guide in perfecting an efficient po\^rer transfer. Since

the resistivity of molten silicon or germanium is much higher than

that of copper, Lhe ratio R2 should be large. However, it is less

2Rl
apparent ,tetter(p) wif l be big or small, and since this term ist Lzl

squared, it will have a greater influence on the overall efficiency

than the resistive term, This indicates that the load diameter

should be large to reduce L, and. the spacing close between the work

coil and the load to increase the mutual inductance.

A useful relationship exists for the case of a conductor paral-

le1 to a flat conducting sheet. The conducting sheet, if placed

near the conductor, will be in the magnetic field of the conductor
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heating can be

heating currents in.duced in

theoretically derived and

ttr
,lr*-"

!
a
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it, The efficiency of this

is found ro be (8, 119-121):

I
Efficiency = 1 + where

h is the distance from the center of the conductor to the surface of

the sheet, a is the radius of the conductor, f,^ is the conductivity

of the load, fm is the relative permeability of the load, and ds is

the conductivity of the conductor,

This expression gives an approximation of the efficiency of a

single-turn coil surrounding a cylindrical load. This formula was

used to find the efficiency of a single-turn 1,5 inch diameter coil

loaded with a 1.5 cm silicon ingot. The result \^7as approxlmately 59

percent efficiency. (nefer to Appendix I)

This efficiency gives only the losses incurred in coupling from

the work coil to the 1oad, and does not include losses elsewhere in

the tank circuit" A matching transformer, in which further losses

are incurred, has to be included in the circuit when using a singte-

turn coi1. This is necessary since the loosely coupled single-turn

coil presents a very low impedance and must be transformed to a high

value.

The estimated loss in the matching transformer and tank circuit

is about 35 percent, making the total efficiency figure .59 x .65 =

3B percent" (See Appendix II) Successful operation would require

a sizable por^rer surplus to overcome factors such as heat of fusion
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and tong initial melting time"

The theoretical efficiency figures arrived at assume ideal con-

ditions a.nd, therefore, would be maximum values. In all probability,

the values actually experienced would be slightly smaller due to im-

perfections in manufacture of the c.ircuit,

AVAII,ABLE BQUIPMENT

There was a class C power oscillator available in the Electrical

Engineering Department that had been built in 1950. It was thought

that this unit might be adapted for use as a heat supply in Lhe pro-

posed zone-refining system. Power was provided by three Eimac 304

TLIs working in parallel, The circuit was designed for a maximum

plate voltage of 1500 v and a maximum d-c plate current of 2 amps,

for a total input power of 3000 watts. Assumiag 67 Percent effic-

iency (reasonable for a class C oscillator), this leaves a usable

output of 2100 watts for heating purposes. Maximum allowable plate

dissipation is 300 watts per tube for a total of 900 watts. There-

fore, this would be a maximum-por^rer design for this voltage 1-evel,

A theoretical coupling efficiency of 38 percent means that of

the 2100 watts output power, only 800 watts will be delivered to the

load, This is less than the power calcutated for melting the zone,

and so the induction heater will not be satisfactory for the zone -

refining system in its present form, The next section discusses

modifications that were made to the induction heater.
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At the present time, there is available a travel mechanism es-

pecially for zone refining builr by Tektronix Incorporated, This

device has been loaned by TekEronix to the Department of Electrical

Engineering at Oregon State University,

The travel mechanism has a d-c motor-driven carriage with con-

tinuously variable speeds from one inch per day to five inches per

minute. The speed control has a mechanical transmission which gives

anywhere from a 1:1 to a 1000:1 ratio in nine discrete positions"

The d-c motor can then be run at speeds from about 500 rpm to 4000

rpm, A tachometer shows the motor speed, and this, along with the

tran.smission ratio, is used with a chart to find the exact travel

speed, The machine may be progranrned to run from one to nine cycles

and then shut off, or it can be set to run continously until shut

off manually" The return speed is independent of the forward-travel

speed but can be changed if necessary, The return meehanism is

powered by an a-c motor. Changing the speed can be accomptished by

using different sized drive pulleys. The machine is designed so that

either the charge or the heat source may move while the other remains

stationary, The charge is placed in a smal1 boat which in turn is

put inside a length of quartz tubing, The quartz tube can be capped

and some inert gas passed through the tube to insure a non-contamin-

ating atmosphere, This travel mechanism is satisfactory for the

proposed zone-refining system,
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REDESI.GN OF INDUCTION HEATER

The power-limiting factor in Ehe original- oscillator was the

operating point chosen for the tubes, Complete tube data, obtained

from Eitel-McCullogh Corporation, showed that the tubes could be used

with plate voltage as high as 3000 volts. This gives 1200 watts

output por^rer per tube when plate current is 500 ma, This rating

again gives 300 watts plate dissipation, which is the maximum value

for continuous operation.

A thorough investigation of the enEire circuit showed that the

next highest-stressed component after the oscillator tubes was the

d-c supply. The rectifier tubes, 872 A0s, are designed to deliver

1250 ma d-c, or peak currents of 5000 ma. This means a maximum d-c

plate current of 2"5 
"mp" 

may be drartm from the d-c supply.

The maximum d-c voltage under load was found to be slightly

more than 2500 vo1ts. At 2500 volts the maximum plate current should

be about 550 ma. This indicates that the tubes would not be utiliz-

ing all the available current from the rectifier tubes. An investi-

gation of the filiment transformer showed that it was working at

about 65 percent of rated current and could easily heat another tube.

A fourth tube was placed in the induction heaEer in paralIel with

the original three. The total plate currenE r^ras no\i/ 2200 ma which is

reasonably close to the rated output of the d-c power supply. The

design voltage was 2500 volts which takes fuIl advantage of all the

voltage availabte. The net output. power was raised from 2100 watts
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to about 4100 watts by redesigning the circuit operating points and

adding a fourth tube, See Appendix IIL Assuming the same effic-

iency as before, the pohrer delivered to the load would be .59 x "65

x 4L2B = 1580 watts, which is well over the estimated power required

to melt a zone" Appendix V shows a simplified circuiL diagram of

the induction heater as revised"

There are several critical variables in a class C amplifier or

oscillator which must be properly adjusted in order to obtain opEi-

mum performance. The high efficiency of the class C oscillator is

a result of the fact that plate current only flows for a small part

of each cycle, when the instantaneous pLate voltage is low. The d-c

grid bias and the peak r-f grid voltage will determine O, the number

of electrica.l degrees the plate current w111 flow. Any design one

uses will be a compromise because, for a given circumstance, a larger

value of O will result in greater output current while a smatler

value of e will give a higher plate efficiency. As thls oscillator

is to be used in a laboratory zone-refining system, total output

po\der was the primary design criterion with the limitation of 300

watts plate dissipation per tube, Plate current flows for about

1500 in this design, glving an efficiency of 78 percent.

Load impedance is not a basic parameterr but rather is a func-

tion of the desired plate-voltage swing, peak-plate current, and the

d-c plate bias \. The output power per tube can be expressed in

terms of these same parameters which give an evaluation of the peak

a-c plate current, I, (14, p. 462).
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Power ourpur = 
(Eu - Emin) rr

2

EO is the d-c bias and E*i., i" the minimum instantaneous plate volt-

age" E*i' i" usually chosen to be some value slightly greater than

&nax, the maximum instantaneous grid voltage. Sinee E* = -350 volts

and the peak r-f grid input voltage is 520 volts, Qnax will be 170

volts" A convenient value for E*1r, is 200 vo1ts, This value gives a

satisfactory compromise between output power and efficiency.

Then: power output = 1080 - 
(2500- - 200) 11

2

r _ 2 (1080)
'r - -736T-

= .94 amps.

When the proper load impedance is placed in series with the plate

circuit, the plate-current pulses will generate the desired atter-

nating plate voltage. The expression for finding the load impedance

is (L4, p. 462) z

E..E
Load Impedance = L-U

,1

2500 - 200=T

= 2450 ohms.

In the inducLion heater, four identical tubes are placed in

paralle1" Therefore, the desired load would be 612 ohms. This
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figure can be used as a guide and should give results very close to

the calculated values of current and power. The load impedance at

the work coil will be much smalrer than 600 ohms, but using the pro-

per impedance-transforming network should change the Low impedance

to the required value.

The circuit uses grid-leak bias, which results in a self-sta-

bilizing oscillator. The value of the grid resistor is found by

dividing the desired d-c bias by the average, or d-c value, of the

grid current. This is:

- _ 350 volts^-E*,
= 1060 Oh--s.

The grid current is the total grid current for the four tubes. power

rating for the grid resistor must be at least

p=12R

= (332 *ry 2 
t060

= 117 watts.

Observation of circuit performance may indicate that a change in

grid bias would be desirable. This may be easil-y accomplished by in-

creasing or decreasing the grid-reak resistor, The a-c grid input

voltage may be varied by changing the turns on the grid pick-up coil

or by changing the coupling between the grid coiL and the tank coil.
The adjustment will have to be made experimentally since only a rough

approximation may be made theoretically.
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FREQUENCY EFFECTS

Earlier in the report it was shown that the efficiency of the

power transfer from the coil to the load is not affected by frequency

inasmuch as the effective resista.nce of the charge and the coil in-

crease a like amount as the frequency is raised. However, freguency

may have an influenqe on the amount of power a charge of a given

diameter will absorb from an r-f field,

For a cylindrical charge of uniform cross section in a helical

coil, the approximate power dissipated per square centimeter is (3,

p" 456) z

P = H2 (ef r/' laff

( = resistivityin emu = 109 x resistivity in ohm-cm, 1=
permeability x 1 for silicon and germanium, f = frequency

per second, and H = 4lI NI, the magnetic field strength,

where

relative

in cycles

An optimum frequency, defined as the frequency above which no

gain in power dissipation may be realized, can be derived from the

above expression and is:

f (opt) =6"25?1'fi2 ,o' where

ro is the radius of the work piece in centimeters" The resistivity

of molten silicon or silicon very near the melting point is not knornm

exactly, but it has been estimated at between ,01 ohm-cm and .001

ohm-cm (3, p,456). The formula assumes that the load nearly fills

the coil -- that is, the coupling is very tight. Applying this ex-

pression for an ingot 1 cm in diameter, we find that the optimum
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frequency is:

f (opt) = 6,25 ? /An2 qt"*12

= 7 "91 * 104 cps

if rue assume g to be ,001 ohm-cm or 7.91 x I05 cps if we assume p to

be ,01, Because it is necessary to have a quartz t.ube between the

coil and the workpiece, the coupling will be much looser than the

formula assumes" This would indicate that a higher frequency would

be beneficial for increasj-ng the efficiency, As the diameter of the

workpiece becomes small in comparison to the diameter of the coil, it

becomes difficult to mathematically define an optimum frequency, Ex-

perimental trials with different frequencies seem to be the most

satisfactory method for finding the frequency which will give the

best overall performance" An effective frequency in preliminary 1ab

v/ork was found to be 350 kcps. This is a conrnonly-used frequency in

commercial zone refining of semiconductors. The tubes in the oscil-

lator are rated for ful1 power up to 30 mc so that frequency may be

increased later if desired"

DESIGN OF WORK COILS

The approximate load impedance that the oscillator is designed

to work into is 600 ohms, Before an impedance-changing circuit can

be designed, it is necessary to know the impedance at the terminals

of the work coils" The book Induction Heating by N, R, Stansel, a

1949 McGraw Hill publication, devotes an entire chapter to analytical
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methods for calculating the impedance of loaded and unloaded coi1s.

These methods may be used with a minimum of effort because aLl the

hard-to-evaluate terms are in graph form, Direct measurement was

used for all but the preliminary work in this paper, but the analyti-

cal method is convenient if the necessary equipment for direct

measurement is not available,

Coil impedance measurements \.rere made on a General Radio type

916A Bridgewhich will measure accurately down to about , I ohm at all

frequencies of interest. Since it was impossible to have molten

silicon for a test load, carbon, with a resistivity of about .008

ohm-cm was substituted, Several coils of varying slzes and shapes

were wound, using copper tubing of Llt+ inch, 5/t6 inctr, and 3/8 inch

outside diameter. The quartz tube to be used in zone refining had a

L-l/2 inch outside diameterl therefore, all coils \^rere wound to give

a loose fit on the tube and to allow travel of the zote. Early ex-

periments showed that the 3/8-inctr tubing was almost impossible to

bend to a 314-inch radius, even after annealing. Either l/4-inch or

5/l-6-inch tubing could be used satisfactorily, but 5/16 inch was

chosen since it would have less resistance. Table I shows input

impedances for three coils at 350 kcps as measured by the General

Radio 916A Bridge.

If \ is the resistive component of the loaded coil and

the resistive component of the unloaded coil, the ratio of

Ris
u

\,
\**,,

gives the maximum efficiency that could be achieved using the
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Table L Impedance Values of
General

Work Coils at 350 kcps Measured With

Radio 9164 Bridge.

Loaded

+ixCoil
Single turn with 16:1

matching transformer:

Five-turn helical

Five-turn double cone

10 ohm

2"4

2.5

particular coil and 1oad, The simulated load represenEs the condi-

tion after the silicon has reached melting temperature. InitiaLing

heating in the silicon is another problem which will be discussed in

a later paragraph"

COUPLING TO SILICON LOAD

A parallel-resonant circuit is the ideal load circuit to use

with a po\^/er oscillator since it may be used for transforming Ehe

load impedance to the proper value as well as determining the oscil-

lating frequency. The coils and capacitors used in the tank circuit

of an induction heater must be of sufficient rating to handle the

voltage and current loads placed on them. Tank current will be ap-

proximately Q times the ptate current,

Conunon values for loaded tank Qrs range between 10 and 20, al-

though both higher and lower Qrs may be quite satisfactory. Un-

loaded Q, designated Q,r, should be as high as possible, inasmuch as

the overall efficiency of the loading circuit is

Unloaded

"l ohm I 12 ohm

.16 I 3

.15 I 3
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r-Qt
Qu

High values of Q, offer greater discrimination against

harmonics and facilitate matching to lower impedance work coi1s, but

tank currents will be high resulting in increased losses in the tank

coil.

The work coil may be placed in paraltel with the tank coil, in

series with it, or inductively coupled by means of an air-core

transformer. Another possibility is to put the work coil in paral-

lel with a portion of the tank coil to get an autotransformer effect.

The method used will depend on the desired load impedance for the

oscillator and the actual impedance of the loaded work coil. If

these values are equal or nearly equal, parallel or autotrans-

former connection will be appropriate. If the work-coil impedance

is much 1ower, then series connection can be used. For extreme dif-

ferences, where a factor of several hundred is involved, inductive

coupling and an additional matching transformer may be necessary,

In designing the tank circuit for any particular work coil and

frequency for the zone-refining system, coil choice was virtually

unrestricted since all coils were hand wound and could be made to

desired specifications. Capacitors, howeverr pr€s€nted a problem

since hand fabrication was not practical and the supply of factory-

made capacitors of the required ratings was very limited. The lack

of capacitors can be partially made up by allowing the frequency to

vary over a wide range rather than specifying a particular frequen-

cy" Thus, when C has been designated, L may be chosen to give the
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desired Q rather than some exact frequency.

Specific examples using the work eoils listed in Table I will

help show how the desired load impedance may be achieved using the

1ow impedance work coils and a matching network. The two coils,

which will be discussed, are the five-turn double cone and the

single-turn coi1. Both of these coils were found to give very

short zones, which is important when processing ingots of limited

overall- length. The tightly wound five-turn coil was tapered in

toward the middle from both ends and gave a much shorter zone than

the five-turn helical coil, but the impedance value was nearly the

same. The single-turn coil gave an even shorter zone, but the im-

pedance was very low and this made matching a more difficult prob-

lem. Figure 4 shows a picture of the single-turn work coil and

matching transformer. Figure 5 shows the five-turn work coi1.

The five-turn coil may be connected directly in series with

the tank coi1. This eliminates the losses associated with a match-

ing transformer, but tank losses may be higher because the same

current which flows through the work coil must atso flow through

the tank circuit. The series impedance of the loaded work coil and

the tank coil combine to give an equivalent paratlel impedance that

the oscillator sees (1, p, 72) z

Rp = R" (1 + Q"2)
x^s,l=-YsR

S

From Tab1e I,

find that Q" must

R=
s

be 35.

where

"5 ohm; therefore, setting Rp = 600, we

R includes ,4 ohms from the loaded work
S
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Figure 4. Single-turn Work Coil and Matching Transformer.

Figure 5. Five-turn l,Iork Coi1.
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coit and approximately "1 ohms from the rest of the tank circuit"

It can be shornrn ttrat the series Q will be very nearly the same

as the parallel Q for all cases where Q"7r5. Since

R_x1
on =d, Q" =d, r, = *" (r +f), and

*n = *" (1 + Q"2) and assuming Q" 7r 5

R- R 02 02ao=*i=t = Q; =Q"

,, Qn = 35, then 
* 

= 35, Therefore, \ must be 17 ohms.

A.O3/tt capacitor is available and this will resonate with a 77,rh

inductor and give Xp= ITohrns at 340 kcps. These values are approxi-

mate, but close enough for a first trial. This combination was

tested using the dummy load and gave excellent results.

The exact operating characteristics of the oscillator were

monitored using a Tektronix type 516 dual-trace oscilloscope with

10:1 attenuating probes" This allowed simultaneous display of

plate and grid voltage waveforms up to a peak-to-peak value of 1200

volts. The limit of 1200 volts did not allow operation of the unit

at fu1l design levels, but extrapolation may be used with some con-

fidence, as long as the Q of the circuit does not change excessive-

ly with increased loading,
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The oscilloscope allowed proper adjustment of the peak grid

voltage by ehanging the rr.umber of turns in the grid pickup coil.

The minimum plate voltage, a function of load impedance, was found

to be very close to the design point, This is important since an

excessively high E*.r. will give decreased plate efficiency, A value

of E_,_rwhich is less than E*-_-, the maximum instanLaneous gridm]-n max

voltage, will result in high grid currents due to secondary emis-

sion from the plate

An alternate method of checking circuit performance is by ob-

serving d-c grid current, d-c plate current, and d-c bias voltage on

the plate. Proper loading and circuit adjusEment will result in

rated plate and grid currents flowing when the maximum plate voltage

is applied. An easy method for finding the approximate overall ef-

ficiency is to compare the plate currenL under loaded and unloaded

conditions where

I
Efficiency=1-+.tL

This does not give the exact efficiency since the operating condi-

tions do not remain the same, causing the plate and grid dissipa-

tion to change,

Efficiency of the induction heater and five-turn work coil

using this method is:

F = 1 - '140.ZZ

= 55 percent
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This is higher than the theoretical efficiency calculated for

the original- three-tube unit beeause the test load is of larger

diameter, 2 cm, than the 1"5 cm minimum charge diameter previously

assumed.

Expected zone length with the five-turn coil falls within the

acceptable limits, The carbon test block could be made to glow

white hot for varying percentages of its length, depending on Ehe

power applied. Power transfer to the load is easily controlled by

regutating the d-c supply voltage. Sma1l pieces of silicon v/ere

placed on a carbon block which was placed inside f,he coil. When

po\^ler was applied, the silicon melted, confirming the fact that high

enough temperaEures can be reached using the induction heater.

The resistivity of silicon changes tvlo or more orders of mag-

nitude as it is heated from room temperature to its melting point.

The resistivity vs temperature curve, however, is positive from

room temperature up to some elevat.ed temperature, then it becomes

steeply negative to the melting point, Therefore, when the heating

process first starts, the load resistivity is much higher than the

designed value, and as the specimen starts heating, this mismatch

becomes worse" The result is that there is not enough power ab-

sorbed by the load to heat it more than a few hundred degrees. It

is necessary to use some other means to initiate heating beyond the

point where the resistivity reaches a maximum and starts to de-

crease. No exact data were taken as to the precise temPerature at
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which the silicon will self-heat since this depends on the doping

and would vary among samples, lt appears that the silicon must be

heated to a temperaLure of about 1200oC in most cases before self-

heating takes effect"

The initial heating can be aceomplished in several ways" One

method successfully used was to place the silicon in a small carbon

boat, The carbon was heated by the induction heaLer and this in

turn heated the silicon to the critical temperature. hlhen the crit-

ical temperature is reached, power absorption from the r-f field

exceeds losses and the material continues heating until the melting

point is reached, Since carbon and silicon react at high tempera-

tures, contamj-nation from the carbon boat would occur, proving this

method undesirable, The carbon is needed only for the initial

heating, and so this suggests another method which would be better

for processing an ingot.

A band of tungsten or molybdenum may be wound around one end of

the ingot. This will heat the portion of the ingot directly under

the band, and as the work coil is moved donn the ingot, conduction

will preheat the silicon and insure a proper impedance match for Ehe

length of the ingoE.

No experiment was conducted

entire ingot as described above,

carbon blocks were maintained at

point of silicon proved that the

where a zorre was moved through an

but experiments in which large

temperatures above the melting

4 kw induction heater has the
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por^rer needed to process ingots at least 1,5 cm in diameter.

The single-turn coil listed in Table I was silver soldered onto

mounting plates which bolt to the output terminals of a matching

transformer. The primary of the output transformer consists of a

16-Eurn coil wound with 5/16-inch copper tubing and is in series

with the tank coil. The secondary is a single turn of heavy copper

sheet, which gives a minimum resistance to the secondary circuit,

The entire transformer is water cooled.

Table I shor^rs that the real part of the input impedance of the

transformer is .25 ohms when the coil is loaded, Thus, the required

tank circuit Q is 49 and \ and X" at resonance should be 12.3ohms.

Since the only available capacitor is again .031tf, L will have to

be 4 /"th, which makes the frequency of oscillation about 450 kcps,

Slightly higher values of impedance could be expected at 450 kcps

than the values measured at 350 kcps, but this may be neglected in

the first trial,

Efficiency of the system using the matching transformer and

single-turn coil, while lower than that for the five-turn coil, was

st111 quite satisfying, Plate current increased about 60 percent

when the load was placed in the coi1, indicating an efficiency of

F = r -l'25
2

= 37.5 percent"

It is worthwhile to discuss what effect changing the turns

ratio of the matching transformer would have on the power losses.
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Assume, for instance, that the number of tqrns was increased until

the impedance reflected into the tank circuit from the single-turn

coil was doubled. This would require about 1.4 times as many turns

in the primary coil and would increase the resistance of the primary

coil by 1.4 since the resistance is a function of the conductor

length. The resistance reflected into the tank circuit has now

been doubled and thls will mean that the tank Q should be less by a

factor of .707. This assumes that the resistance of the rnain tank

coil and the change in inductance of the primary coil are both small

compared with the total tank-circuit resisrance and inductance. The

tank current, Q times the plate current, will be less in the same

proportion, and therefore, the tank I2R lo"""s will be reduced.

This may be carried only so far becaupe the transformer efflciency

will drop off as the turns ratio is increased due t,o teakage flux.

Efficiency of the system could doubtless be improved by going to a

ratio of about 252L.

The success of the five-turn coil with lts associated high ef-

ficiency and short zone length has made it the choice for the zone-

refining system as it now stands. A single-turn coi1, or a two-

turn coil adapted to fit the matching transformer, is available and

may be used if future demands on the system change.
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COUPLING TO GERMANIUM LOAD

The melting point of germanium is 940oC, nearly 400oc lower

than the melting point of silicon, Conduction loss is directly pro-

portional to temperature and radiaLion loss is proportional to the

fourth power of temperature, Assuming the same zone size as before,

1.5 cm diameter by 2 cm 1ong, the total heat loss would be approxi-

mately one-half of the loss encount.ered with silicon.

The resistivity of molten germanium is about .003 ohm-cm (12,

p, 18). This figure is comparable to the resistivity estlmated for

molten silicon, which means that the coupling charactertistics of

the two materials are similar. Only about one-half of the available

power output of the oscillator is needed to maintain a molten zone,

but the load impedance must be reasonably well mat.ched to the tubes

to prevent excessive plate or grid dissipation. The d-c plate bias

can then be regulated to control energy input to the load, which in

turn witl determine the zone length.

Germanium may be melted in either carbon or ceramic boats with-

out excessive contamination from the boat material. Carbon makes an

ideal boat material because it will preheat the germanium to the

point where it will absorb heat directly from the r-f field. If a

ceramic maEerial is used, then it becomes necessary to devise some

other method of preheating, as \^ras the case with silicon. The same

methods will apply, except that the critical temperature is much

lower with germanium.
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An experiment was conducted ro test the effectiveness of the

heating unit with the five-turn work coil for melting germanium. A

piece of germanium 1.75 cm long was cut off the end of a single-

crystal ingot of 40 ohm-cm germanium. The ingot was 1.5 cm diameter,

resulting in a volume of 3,6 cc, A small ceramic boat was used as a

mold to form a new ingot 5 cm long and approximately 1 cm in dia-

meter. Heating rdas initiated by placing a sma11 piece of carbon next

to the germanium. The germanium proved to be a much easier material

than silicon to preheat. The carbon block l^ras removed once the ger-

manium started to absorb power from the field, allowing the german-

ium Eo flow freely down into the boat,

The diameter of the original germanium ingot was about the same

as in the carbon test load whlch was used for designing the imped-

ance matching network. I{hen the material melted down into the boat,

however, the diameter was reduced and this affected the impedance

match. A new coit was wound, similar to the five-turn coil but with

I-1 turns. The inductance of this coil was 3 lh compared with l rtlh

for the five-turn coi1, which required a correspondlng reducEion in

the tank-coil inductance.

The maximum power that could be delivered to the load under

these circumstances \^7as 1-500 watts, enough to melt a zorte over 4 cm

tong. The material in the center of this zone was much hptter than

necessary, If a zone length this long was desirable, a helical

coil could be designed that would maintain a more even heat distri-

bution and give higher efficiency,
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Very short zones could be melEed in the germanium, An input

power of 250-350 watts hras sufficient for melting a zorte of about

I cm. Zone length is very difficult to measure, but having a stable

zone is much more important than knowing the exact length of the

zorLe.

The heater unit has more th.a.n enough power for the zone re-

fining of germanium, l4atching is not critical as long as the load

is not so far from the design load that excessive plate dissipation

becomes a problem due to low operating efficiency. A visual check

on the color of the plates will usually provide ample warning.

CONCLUSION

Wtren this project was started, there were several objectives"

One was to determine how much power would be required for a zone-

refining system capable of melting silicon ingots 1.5 cm in dia-

meter. Another was to find the coupling efficiency that coul-d be

expected from an induction heater.

Figures for the power requirement and coupling efficiency of an

induction heater loaded with such a charge were calculated. When

these figures \dere compared with the output of the available induc-

tion heater, it could be seen that the heaEing unit was too smal1.

The redesign of the induction heater was successful in that it

provided the additional power necessary for melting the silicon.

The power of the heater after alteration, 4100 watts, is still much
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lower than most conrnercial units. A large power surplus is advan-

tageous since t.his eliminates the need for carefut impedance match-

ing but this report points out the fact that smaller units can be

used.

The objective of developing a working zone-refining system was

fu1fi1led. The present combination works very well for processing

germanium as well as silicon. In addition Lo zone refining, the

system can be used for zone leveling and crystal growing. This

equipment will be used as an experimental tool by the solid state

technology class, a graduate-Ievel class in the Department of

Electrical Engineering at Oregon State University.

Some additional equipment may be purchased in the future which

will greatly extend the usefulness of the zone-refining system. An

extra tank-circuit capacitor of about .005 yf would give increased

flexibiliEy to the frequency range and impedance-matching capabil-

i"ties. Carbon boats could be purchased or manufactured for proces-

sing germanium. A worthwhile project for the future woutd be to

adapt the present system to perform floating-zone refining of sili-

con.
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APPENDIX I. Proof of Theoretical Coupling Efficieney From

Single-Turn Coil to Load.

Assume that the effective conductivity of silicon is .001.

This would include the molten silicon of the zone and some solid

silicon on each side of the zone (3, p.456). Assume 5/16 inch

outside diameter r^rater cooled copper tubing conductor.

h = 5/8 inch

a = 5132 irtch

To find 0-c , skin effect must be considered. Define d as refer-

ence depth where a hollow tube with wall thickness d has a d-c re-

sistance equal to the a-c resistance of a solid, cylindrical con-

ductor of the same radius as the tube (15, p. 103).

d = 316oJe

= 3150

= 4.43
_c,x10"

L lao
=l- 4 \d +1)

I
4

r18

*10-3*,

68 x 10-6

350 x 103
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(a" = .68 x

Q35o k"p" =

Ium = ml
1

F=-- .306

10-6 ohm-in = 1.7 x L0-6

-A(18) ("68 x 10 ") ohm-cm

30.6 ohm-cm

= 1000 mho

-L tLx 10 - 3"36 x 10' mho

ohm-cm

Efficiency' = 1+!
a

= 59 percent
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APPENDIX II. Proof of Losses in Matching Transformer and Tank

Circuit.

The best method for measuring Ehe tosses in a water-cooled

circuit is to determine the heat absorbed by the vrater. Since the

conductors will be kept at 1ow Eemperatures by the cooling wAter,

the radiation and convection losses will be negligibl-e, thus, the

method should be very accurate, Two tests were made, one with the

single-turn coil and matching transformer, and the other with the

five-turn work coil in series with the tank coil-. In the first

case, the water yas run through the work coil, the matching trans-

former, and the tank coil. In the secgnd case, no matching trans-

former was used, so the water was run through the wOrk coil and tank

coiL onLy. Resutts are shor^m be1ow.

Case I . Single-turn coil with matching transformer.

Power output of oscillaLor - 1000 watts

Water flow rate - 6.56 cc/sec

Temperature of \,nater in - 20oC

Temperature of waLer out - 33oC

Since 69.7 gram-calories per minute = 1 kw,

Loss = 69.7 x 60 x 85.3 x 10-3

' gSO watts.
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Case 2 - Five-turn coil in series with tank coil.

Power output of oscillator - 1000 watts

Irilater flow rate - 6.56 cc/sec

Temperature of vrater in - 20oC

Temperature of water out - 30.5oC

Loss= 69.7x60x69x10-3

= 315 watts
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APPENDIX III. Design Specifications for Power Tubes in Induc-

tion Heater.

Design Specifications -- Four 304 TLts in
Paral1e1.

DC Plate voltage

DC Plate current

DC Grid vo1-tage

DC Grid current

Peak RF Grid input voltage

Driving po\,rer

Grid dissipation

Plate po\^rer input

Plate dissipation

Plate power out

Net power out

Each tube

2500 v

550 ma

-350 v

83 ma

520 v

38 watts

10 watts

1380 watts

300 watts

1080 watts

Total
2500 v

2200 ma

-350 v

332 ma

520 v

152 watts

40 watts

5520 watts

1200 watts

4320 watts

4128 watts
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APPENDIX IV. Proof of Heat Loss From l4olten Zone of Silicon

The heat losses from the molten zone will be broken down into

two parts. First is the combined loss due to radiation and convec-

tion from the zone, Cond.uction to the adjoining Parts of the ingot

constitutes the second loss median"

Curves are available which show the combined radiation and con-

vection losses from a surface as a function of temperature and the

emissivity of the surface" The Brown Boveri Review gives such a

curve (f1), Assuming the emissivity Eo be near one, the curve shows

a loss of about 60 watts ,"t "*2 
at 1430oC, for a total radiation and

convection loss of 9.42 cm? x 60 watt 
"/" 

2 = 565 watts.

Conduction loss is much harder to evaluate because the exact

value of the coefficient of thermal conductivity of silicon at high

temperature is not known, Another unknown factor is the temPerature

profile beyond the molten boundaries. If enough assumptions are al-

lowed, however, a figure can be obtained which may be accurate to t

20 percent.

The expression for conduction into an infinitly long cylinder of

cross-sectional area A, perimeter P, and ternperature differenc" T" -

To. beLween the heated end and the cool end is (6, p . 47),

q= (Ts - T-).

In

is

this formula, k

a factor which

is the coefficient of

gives an average value

thermal conducEivity and f,

for the convecLion and



radiation losses along the surface of

zone the radiation would be impor:tant

cylinder convection would be the major
4 BTU

mated ,. ffi with the advice

Professor of Mechanical Engineering at

- T- would be the difference between

ambient.

t+7

the cylinder. Near the molten

and toward the cool end of the

1oss. This factor r^ras esti-

of M. B. Larson, Associate

Oregon State University. T"

the zone temperature and the

The coefficient of thermal conductivity of silicon at room

remperarure is 6ffi.rr. No available reference listed a value

of k for high temperatures, although it was noted that for semicon-

ductors the value of I generally decreased with increasing tempera-

tures. Using these estimated parameters and converting to the Proper

units, it can be shornm that q = 470 BTU/hr or conduction loss = 138

watts since the,loss will be the same on both ends of the ingot,

total loss = 276 watEs. Total loss from radiation, convection, and

conducEion = 565 + 276 = 841 watts.



APPENDIX V. Simplified Circuit Diagram of Redesigned 4 kw Induction Heater.
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